GeoCollector for ArcPad Special Offer

GeoCollector™ for ArcPad® is an end-to-end field data collection solution that merges Esri® mobile geographic information system (GIS) technology with Trimble® professional-grade global GPS capabilities. Built around Trimble’s GeoExplorer® 6000 series, GeoCollector for ArcPad enables users to take full advantage of all the benefits of a mobile GIS workflow. This special offer provides a choice of either the 10-cm (GeoCollector XH) or the 50-cm (GeoCollector XT) differential accuracy. Two of these solutions also include Floodlight™ satellite shadow reduction technology, which captures more positions and improves accuracies in difficult conditions.

This is an exclusive offer from Esri and is packaged for US customers.

Learn more about GeoCollector for ArcPad at esri.com/geocollector.